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To the maximum extent permitted by applicable law, Fujitsu Microelectronics Europe GmbH restricts its
warranties and its liability for �������������	��
	�	����		��������	 (e.g. software include or header files,
application examples, target boards, evaluation boards, engineering samples of IC’s etc.), its performance
and any consequential damages, on the use of the Product in accordance with (i) the terms of the License
Agreement and the Sale and Purchase Agreement under which agreements the Product has been delivered,
(ii) the technical descriptions and (iii) all accompanying written materials. In addition, to the maximum
extent permitted by applicable law, Fujitsu Microelectronics Europe GmbH disclaims all warranties and
liabilities for the performance of the Product and any consequential damages in cases of unauthorised
decompiling and/or reverse engineering and/or disassembling. ���	�������	�	�����������	����	��	����
�����������	���	�������	
����������������	�
�����	��.

1. Fujitsu Microelectronics Europe GmbH warrants that the Product will perform substantially in
accordance with the accompanying written materials for a period of 90 days form the date of
receipt by the customer. Concerning the hardware components of the Product, Fujitsu
Microelectronics Europe GmbH warrants that the Product will be free from defects in material and
workmanship under use and service as specified in the accompanying written materials for a
duration of 1 year from the date of receipt by the customer.

2. Should a Product turn out to be defect, Fujitsu Microelectronics Europe GmbH entire liability and
the customer’s exclusive remedy shall be, at Fujitsu Microelectronics Europe GmbH sole
discretion, either return of the purchase price and the license fee, or replacement of the Product or
parts thereof, if the Product is returned to Fujitsu Microelectronics Europe GmbH in original
packing and without further defects resulting from the customer’s use or the transport. However,
this warranty is excluded if the defect has resulted from an accident not attributable to Fujitsu
Microelectronics Europe GmbH, or abuse or misapplication attributable to the customer or any
other third party not relating to Fujitsu Microelectronics Europe GmbH.

3. To the maximum extent permitted by applicable law Fujitsu Microelectronics Europe GmbH
disclaims all other warranties, whether expressed or implied, in particular, but not limited to,
warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose for which the Product is not
designated.

4. To the maximum extent permitted by applicable law, Fujitsu Microelectronics Europe GmbH and
its suppliers´ liability is restricted to intention and gross negligence.
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Should one of the above stipulations be or become invalid and/or unenforceable, the remaining stipulations
shall stay in full effect.
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Connecting a graphic controller of the CREMSON-series (currently CREMSON MB86290A or SCARLET
MB86291) to a FR-Microcontroller, like the MB91F361, is not very difficult.

In principle you just have to connect all bus-interface-lines of the FR to all bus-interface-lines of the
graphic controller one by one.

However, there are some details one should take care about, which are:

- write-lines
- ready-line
- 5 Volt / 3.3 Volt Bus-voltage-levels
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Having a detailed look to the architectures of the CREMSON-series and the FR-series you will recognize,
that the graphic controller is a little-endian architecture and the FR-Microcontroller is a big-endian device.

In 32bit access mode, there is no difference, however using 8bit or 16bit accesses one should be aware of
that the write-lines are connected in cross-order.

The following table shows this in detail:

#�6(������������	� )��������������	�
WR0 WR3
WR1 WR2
WR2 WR1
WR3 WR0

��!%7�!�	�#'8�!$'�$���+�	��1���+��������������	�������	�$���	�9��������+���������:4������	��
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While using the bus of the FR-MCU the external device has (or devices have) to make sure to use the bus
in the correct way. Therefore some bus-lines are available to handle this.

One of this lines, the Ready-line, is differently handled at FR-MCU and the graphic controller devices of
the CREMSON-series. Connecting the graphic controller´s XRDY-line directly to the RDY-line of the FR
will make the bus hang-up.

The following picture shows the ChipSelect (1), XRDY of CREMSON (2) and the RDY of FR (3).

As you can see, the graphic controller is setting its XRDY-line shortly before being ready to HIGH and
then when being ready it releases the XRDY-line to LOW (SH3-bus mode). The FR-Microcontroller
instead is looking for a HIGH-level after the external device, which is connected to his bus, is ready. So
connecting both ready-lines directly together will result in a deadlook after the first READ/WRITE-access.

��!%7�����	�������������	���"6���	������������	�����	�����+��6���	������	���	����� �����	
���������	�	����	�
���2� ��������+�������+���+����	�����	���	�������	2
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On the graphic-subboards for the CREMSON and the SCARLET a PAL is used to connect the XRDY-line
to the RDY-line.

To handle the ready-line a small state machine is used. The following source code shows how this state
machine is realized:
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SEQUENCE bus_io  {
/*
 * at powerup starting in first state = first PRESENT statement
 *
 * CRM_Ready and FR_Ready are high-active and CS_in is low-active !!!
 */

        /* State 0 */
    PRESENT pre
         out FR_Ready; /* set FR_Ready = high */
         if !CS_in next pre;
         if  CS_in next CRM_working;

        /* State 1 */
    PRESENT CRM_working
         /*out !FR_Ready  -> not included => FR_Ready = low */
         if !CRM_Ready next CRM_working;
         if  CRM_Ready next CRM_finished;

        /* State 2 */
    PRESENT CRM_finished
         out FR_Ready; /* set FR_Ready = high */
         if  CS_in next CRM_finished;
         if !CS_in next pre;
}

At power-up, the state machine is entering <STATE 0>. The RDY-line (FR_Ready) is set to HIGH, which
means the device is ready for operation. To enter <STATE 1> a falling edge of the ChipSelect-line (CS_in)
must be detected. By the way, don’t get confused about the LOW-level active statements above, where
!CS_in means CS is HIGH.

After CS_in changes to LOW (=active) the state machine is entering <STATE 1>. Then FR_Ready (RDY)
is set to LOW. Waiting for XRDY (CRM_Ready) going to HIGH to enter next state.

Entering <STATE 2> the RDY-line (FR_Ready) is set to HIGH, indicating that the external device finished
operation and bus can be released, which is done by the FR setting CS_in to HIGH again.
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The bus-interface of the graphic controller is completely running at 3.3 Volt. Connecting it to a FR-device
you have to make sure that the bus-interface of the FR is working at 3.3 Volt too, using the 3.3Volt-split.

However, using the 3.3Volt-split of the FR-MCU, not all bus-lines are shifted from 5V to 3.3V.

=24�  ��6���	�������#�������%($��

The following lines have to be shifted from 5V to 3.3V:

- DMA Acknowledge (DACK)
- DMA end of progress (DEOP)

At the Starterkit this is done by using the PAL, which has 5V tolerant input-pins.

=2:�  ��6���	���������%($������#�

The following lines have to be shifted from 3.3V to 5V:

- external Interrupt-lines
- DMA Request (DREQ)

At the Starterkit this is done by using a non-inverting TTL-buffer, which is interpreting the 3.3V as TTL-
HIGH.


